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Systems Science Noon Seminar Series
10/11/2019

Aim
• Create a stylized set of equations to represent what happens
physiologically, cognitively, and psychologically during and after a
traumatic brain injury

Motivation
• Millions of people suffer brain injuries
• The recovery process is problematic for a significant fraction of them
• Due to the very complex set of interacting pathologies

• Treatment varies considerably, due to patient heterogeneity
• Clinical trials for brain injury treatment have nearly all been deemed
failures
• The system is incredibly complex, and tools are needed to support both
treatment and research
• Most research focuses on a small part of the complex system
• Integrative approaches are needed

Method
• Build on prior research that developed a multilevel framework1 and created a
complex causal loop diagram (CLD)/story2
• Identify state variables and convert CLD to a stock and flow diagram
• Consider, at least initially, restorative/healing/repair processes to be first
order goal-seeking processes to return patient to baseline
• Define support equations as simply as plausible
• Assume plausible parameter values (time constants and rate parameters)
• Initialize model in steady state
• Introduce injuries and adjust time constants to achieve plausible recovery
trajectories
Erin S., Elle L. Parks, Erin D. Bigler, Miranda M. Lim, James C. Chesnutt, and Wayne Wakeland. 2017. “Concussion As a Multi-Scale
Complex System: An Interdisciplinary Synthesis of Current Knowledge.” Frontiers in Neurology 8. https://doi.org/10.3389/fneur.2017.00513.
1Kenzie,

2Kenzie,

Erin S., Elle L. Parks, Erin D. Bigler, David W. Wright, Miranda M. Lim, James C. Chesnutt, Gregory W. J. Hawryluk, Wayne Gordon,
and Wayne Wakeland. 2018. “The Dynamics of Concussion: Mapping Pathophysiology, Persistence, and Recovery with Causal-Loop
Diagramming.” Frontiers in Neurology 9.

Results: the model itself
• A computational simulation model calculates estimated recovery
trajectories following traumatic brain injury (TBI)
• A set of first order ordinary differential equations
• And various parameters

• 15 state variables, 73 auxiliary variables, 50 parameters
• Exogenous parameters: patient and injury characteristics, treatments, recovery
process time constants

• Describes TBI pathology in aggregate fashion at four “levels”
• cellular, network, cognitive, social

• 1200 feedback loops
• Many behavior modes, often highly nonlinear

Physiological Parameters (1)
Parameter Name

Parameter Description

base AR fix RR
Base autoregulation recovery rate
base hematoma TC
Base hematoma recovery time constant
Impact of pm on swelling Impact of pathological
microenvironment on swelling
icp mult
Icp multiplier
cd to pm gain fraction
Cellular death to pathological
microenvironment gain fraction
base pm TC
Base pathological microenvironment
clearing time constant
n to pm gain fraction
Neuroinflammation to pathological
microenvironment gain fraction
pm to n gain fraction
Pathological microenvironment to
neuroinflammation to gain fraction
base nrgy repl TC
Base energy replacement time constant

Value

Units

0.03
70
0.2

hours

2.5
0.33
0.7

hours

0.2
0.1
1

hours

Physiological Parameters (2)
Parameter Name Parameter Description

Value

increasing HS
parameter

Increasing hypometabolic state parameter

0.05

ndai to ind gain
fraction

Neuronal damage & axonal injury to Ionic &
neurotransmitter dysregulation gain fraction

0.05

ind to ndai gain
fraction

Ionic & neurotransmitter dysregulation to
neuronal damage & axonal injury gain fraction

.08

ionic and NT RR

Ionic and neurotransmitter dysregulation
recovery rate
Base edema recovery rate

1

base edema RR

Pt char: age
Patient characteristic: age
Inj char: severity Injury characteristic: injury severity

.2
70
3

Units

Cognitive Parameters (1)
Parameter Parameter Name
Type
Cognitive ces impact parm
cog rest parm
cog sympt gain
base cog emot reduc TC

Parameter Description

cog emot symptoms multiplier
cog rest parameter
cog symptom gain
cog emotional symptom
reduction time constant
sleep adj TC
sleep adjustment time constant
sleep disruption parm
sleep disruption parameter
stress red TC
stress reductions time constant
base coping adapt TC
coping/adapting time constant
ANS repair TC parameter Autonomic nervous system repair
time constant
base pe
physical exercise

Base Units
Value
.5
.2
.2
1
hrs.
5
1
1
20
20

hrs.

1

hr./wk.

hrs
hrs.
hrs.

Cognitive Parameters (2)
Parameter Type Parameter Name

Parameter Description

Patient char.

Pt char: age

age

Base Units
Value
20
yrs.

Pt char: prior TBI

prior TBI

0

Pt char: migraine

history of migraine

0

Pt char: mood disorder

history of mood disorder

0

Pt char: ADHD

ADHD diagnosis

0

Pt char: neural reserve

neural reserve

1

Pt char: psych. resilience

psychological resilience

1

Injury and treatment characteristics
Parameter Type Parameter Name

Parameter Description

Injury char.

Inj char: severity

injury severity

Base Units
Value
1

Inj char: rotational?

rotational: yes/no

0

Inj char: brain stem and/or
neck whiplash
Tx: attentional, ocular

brainstem and/or neck
whiplash: yes/no
attentional, ocular therapy

0

Tx: vestibular trng

vestibular training

0

Tx: mood disorder

mood disorder drugs

0

Tx: cardio

cardio therapy

0

Treatment

0

Physiological reinforcing loops (cascades)
• “ionic and NT dysregulation”  “neuronal damage and axonal injury”
 “ionic and NT dysregulation”
• “pathological microenvironment”  “neuroinflammation” 
“pathological microenvironment”
• “pathological microenvironment”  “cerebral perfusion” 
“ischemia” “cell death”  “pathological microenvironment”

NT is neurotransmitter

Experiential reinforcing loops involving cognitive
symptoms (CS)
• CS  “emotional symptoms”  “social functioning problems”  CS
• CS  “emotional symptoms”  “social functioning problems”  “stress
level”  CS
• CS  “need for cognitive rest”  “base need for restorative sleep” 
“sleep gap”  time constant governing processes to reduce CS  CS

A reinforcing loop that is both physiological and
experiential:
• “restorative sleep”  “PM clearing TC”  “clearing PM”  “pathological
microenvironment”  “impairing NT”  “increasing network disruption”
 “sleep disruption”  “restorative sleep.”

Longer balancing loops w/physiological variables
• “neuroinflammation”  “repairing nd ai RR”  “neuronal damage and axonal
injury”  “neuroinflammation”
• “network disruption”  “need for rerouting”  “neuroplasticity” [processes]
 “network disruption”

Longer balancing loops w/one or more experiential
variables
• “coping & adapting”  “social functioning problems” “need for coping &
adapting”  “coping & adapting”
• “coping & adapting”  “physical exercise”  “BDNF expression” 
“(processes that reduce) cognitive symptoms”  “emotional problems” 
“social functioning problems”  “coping & adapting”
• “hours of sleep”  “restorative sleep”  “sleep gap”  “hours of sleep”
nd ai is neuronal damage, axonal injury

Model Testing Approach
• Reviewed causal diagram with many subject matter experts
• Base run, physiological outcomes
• Physiological outcome sensitivity to relevant parameter values
• Healing/recovery processes
• Patient characteristics and injury severity characteristics

• Base run, cognitive outcomes
• Cognitive outcome sensitivity to relevant parameter values
• Cognitive parameters, patient age
• Patient characteristics and injury severity characteristics

Base Model Behavior, physiological outcomes
(older pt. severe inj.)

Sensitivity of
physiological
outcomes to
physiological
parameters
related to
healing &
recovery
processes

cd to pm is cell death to
pathological microenvironment

Sensitivity of physiological outcomes to patient
age and injury severity

Base Model behavior, cognitive outcomes,
mild injury (concussion), patient age 20

Sensitivity of
cognitive
outcomes to
cognitive
parameters
and patient
age

Sensitivity of cognitive outcomes to injury characteristics

Summary of results at this point
• Sensitivity tests show model behaves plausibly over a range of
conditions, and shows potentially interesting behaviors
• But much more model testing and refinement is needed for a model
of this complexity
•
•
•
•

Compare model behavior to high-quality reference behavior data
More sensitivity analysis, hypothesis testing
More thorough analyses of model feedback structure
Fully characterizing the “range of applicability of the model”
• Extreme values of parameters and exogenous variables

• Specify dimensions for parameters and variables, and assure dimensional
consistency

Demonstrate how a computational model may be
used, e.g. find parameters for specified trajectories
• Set objective function to minimize difference in modeled recovery
trajectory and an idealized recovery trajectory
• Or, search for combinations of simulated treatments that result in best
patient recovery

• Consider a recovery trajectory in which ICP remains at 30 mmHg
• While not be survivable indefinitely, this scenario is seen clinically
• Knowing which parameters are different could be informative

• Seven parameters were selected & varied over 1000 simulations
• Min/max values were specified for each
• Optimization changed three of them by a factor of 2 or more (next slide)

Physiological outcome: ICP remains high

• Three parameters changed significantly by optimizer
• base AR fix RR, from .03 to .01
• icp mult, from 2.5 to 7.7
• cd to pm gain fraction, from .33 to .66

Example two: find conditions for full, speedy
recovery from a mild injury
• Goal: state variable “cognitive symptoms” to return to zero within two
weeks (340 hrs.) post injury
• Five out of 14 parameters varied by algorithm were changed by 2X or
more
• Next page gives specifics
• Not easy to interpret, except for age (being young helps)

Type

Variable

Base value

Revised Value

Physiological

base AR fix RR

0.03

0.034

impact of pm on swelling

0.2

0.50

cd to pm gain fraction

0.33

0.13

base pm TC

0.7

0.80

pm to n gain fraction

0.1

0.1

base nrgy repl TC

1

1.5

ind to ndai gain fraction

0.1

0.65

ionic & NT RR

1

base edema RR

0.2

0.1

ces impact parm

0.5

0.62

base cog emot reduc TC

1

1.13

stress red TC

1

1.36

base coping adapt TC

20

10.3

Pt char: age

20

10

Cognitive

Pt Char.

Summary of Results
• Demonstrated outcome trajectories:
• Quick or slow recovery with no deficits
• Partial recovery
• Patient remaining indefinitely in a pathological state

• Though speculative, model demonstrates the potential utility of
computational models
• To further discussion about the complex dynamics of TBI recovery

• Model generates counterintuitive results
• as is characteristic of complex systems

• Much more research needed to create research model for precision
medicine or clinical trial design

What we thought future work would look like

What
the
future
may
actually
look like

Example
of a box &
whisker
plot for an
outcome
variable
overlaid
on actual
data (red
dots)

